
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Fuengirola, Málaga

End date early 2024 

Where architecture and nature merge in a dream project in southern Spain: 6 villas and 26 apartments with views of
the Mediterranean Sea, surrounded by native vegetation. Our residences are designed and inspired through our hotel
architecture, following the avant-garde essence and using sustainable materials.
A unique architecture with its own identity, as well as an intelligent design and materials of the highest sustainable
qualities, are the premises of this project. In keeping with the movement of nature that surrounds them, the
apartments take a hexagonal structure, merging with the environment. The spacious properties are divided into two
bedrooms, with an elongated sliding door to give residents the choice of dividing the apartments into two parts.
The living room and bedrooms have large windows letting in natural light, merging with the wooden that features
within the interiors. The Italian kitchen is characterized by a long island of marble carefully connecting with the
warmth of the design. The outdoor terrace brings in Mediterranean fragrances, as the interior and exterior blend
together becoming one. Every corner of your home will have a scent specially chosen by you.
Maximum intimacy embraced by natural vegetation for each apartment to enjoy and relax in the private jacuzzi, while
admiring views of the Mediterranean Sea and nature. The penthouses, follow the architectural design in the solariums,
with pointed hexagonal shaped roofs to provide shade in the outdoor dining area blending in with the surrounding
trees. Breathe in the fresh indigenous vegetation of the area while taking a relaxing swim in the private pool at the
solarium

Apartment, Close to the Sea, Fitted Kitchen, Parking: Private, Pool: Private, Garden: Private, Facing: Southeast
Views: Pool, Sea.
Features 2 Parking Places, Air Conditioning, Air Conditioning Hot/Cold, Alarm System, Built to High Standards, Close to
all Amenities, Excellent Condition, Fitted Kitchen, Jacuzzi, Luxury Fittings, Modern Style, Newly Built, Pool, Private pool,
Private Terrace, Quality Residence, Quiet Location, Safe, Sea Views, Swimming Pool, Terrace, Underfloor Heating.
  2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   115m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   immaculate condition   newly built
  built to high standards   quality residence   quiet location
  close to all amenities   fitted kitchen   air conditioning
  floor heating   beautiful garden   terrace
  parking   pool   private pool
  alarm system   garden & pool views   jacuzzi
  sea views   modern

1,050,000€
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